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Pyloric muscles of the stomatogastric neuromuscular system of
the lobster Panulirus interruptus produce highly deterministic
(range, less than �6% of mean amplitude) contractions in
response to motor nerve stimulation with unchanging spike
bursts containing physiological (5–10) spike numbers. Intracel-
lular recordings of extrajunctional potentials (EJPs) evoked in
these muscles by motor nerve stimulation revealed a large,
apparently stochastic amplitude variation (range, �36% of
mean amplitude). These observations raised the question of
how do electrical responses with a large amplitude variation
give rise to deterministic muscle output? We show here that this
question is likely resolved by (1) combinatorial averaging within

individual muscle fibers of the multiple EJPs that occur in motor
neuron bursts, and (2) averaging across muscle fibers whose
electrical responses are uncorrelated. Synapses with high in-
herent variability are also present in vertebrate CNSs. Combi-
natorial averaging in multispike inputs would also reduce vari-
ation in postsynaptic response at these synapses. The data
reported here provide further support that bursting presynaptic
activity could make such synapses functionally deterministic as
well.
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Nervous systems generate behavior. To perform this task they
(1) analyze sensory input; (2) make behavioral choices in light
of this input, internal state variables, and past experience; and
(3) generate appropriate motor neuron output. The extent to
which nervous systems appear to perform these tasks in a
deterministic manner—that is, give identical responses to iden-
tical inputs—varies as a function of the level of the output
being monitored. For instance, primary sensory afferent re-
sponse to repeated identical stimuli (appropriately timed to
avoid synaptic facilitation or depression) is highly stereotyped.
Higher cognitive and emotional response to repeated identical
input, in contrast, shows much more variability. Nonetheless, a
basic tenet of neurobiology is that behavior, cognition, and
affect are deterministic functions of nervous system activity,
and our inability to predict this output results from our igno-
rance, not system indeterminacy.

A paradox of this tenet, and the determinism observed in
many behaviors, is that nervous system function is inherently
probabilistic. For instance, ion channel opening is stochastic,
and thus membrane potential shows small variations even at
rest. For near-threshold inputs, whether a neuron fires will
depend on these stochastic variations because of the all-or-
nothing nature of the action potential (Anderson et al., 2000).
Similarly, the number of vesicles released per action potential

varies, and these variations can lead to stochastic variation in
postsynaptic response to identical presynaptic activity (Allen
and Stevens, 1994; Stevens and Wang, 1995; Huang and
Stevens, 1997; Simmons, 2000). This variation is not necessar-
ily always deleterious; stochastic variation can increase signal
detection to below-threshold sensory input (Douglass et al.,
1993; Levin and Miller, 1996; Russell et al., 1999). However,
because of its generally destructive effects on information
transfer, variation would seem to be deleterious at many stages
of sensory and motor processing, and particularly in muscle
response to motor neuron activity.

We were therefore surprised when, in the course of investigat-
ing the response of lobster (Panulirus interruptus) pyloric muscles
to motor nerve stimulation, we found that the electrical responses
of the muscles [the extrajunctional potentials (EJPs)] had a large,
apparently stochastic, amplitude component. These muscles are
nonspiking muscles whose contractions are a graded function of
motor neuron input (Hoyle, 1953, 1983; Atwood and Hoyle, 1965;
Selverston et al., 1976), and this variation would therefore seem to
interfere with deterministic control of muscle contraction ampli-
tude by motor neuron activity. However, the amplitude of the
muscle contractions induced by stimulating the motor nerves with
bursts of actions potentials are highly deterministic (Ellis et al.,
1996; Morris and Hooper, 1997, 1998; Harness et al., 1998), and
these two observations posed the question of how electrical re-
sponses with a large-amplitude variation produced highly predict-
able muscle contractions. We report here that the resolution of
this question appears to be a combination of (1) EJP combina-
torial averaging within single muscle fibers and (2) averaging
across muscle fibers whose electrical responses are uncorrelated.

A preliminary account of these data has appeared in abstract
form (Hoover et al., 1999).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Spiny lobsters (500–1000 gm) were obtained from Don Tomlinson Com-
mercial Fishing (San Diego, CA) and maintained in aquaria with chilled
(13–15°C) circulating artificial seawater. Stomachs were dissected from
the animals in the standard manner for muscle preparations (Selverston
et al., 1976; Morris and Hooper, 1997; Harness, 1998). The p1, p2, and p8
muscles are bilaterally symmetrical muscle pairs that insert and attach to
pyloric ossicles. A thin layer of connective tissue was carefully removed
from the dorsal surface of muscles p1, p2, and p8 to allow intracellular
muscle fiber recordings. In preparations in which muscle contraction was
measured, one end of the muscle was carefully teased from its insertion
or attachment and attached with a wire hook to a Harvard Apparatus
(Holliston, MA) 60–3000 isotonic transducer. Transducer output was
amplified 5- to 50-fold (depending on the muscle) by a Tektronix (Wil-
sonville, OR) AM502 differential amplifier. Muscle length and loading
were adjusted for each muscle to achieve optimal contractions; muscle
overstretching between trials was prevented by placing a bar under the
far end of the transducer arm. Preparations were continuously super-
fused with chilled (12–15°C), oxygenated Panulirus saline with 40 mM
glucose.

The p1 muscle is innervated by the lateral pyloric neuron, and the p2
and p8 muscles are innervated by the pyloric neurons (Maynard and
Dando, 1974; Govind et al., 1975). The axons of both neuron types travel
to the muscles through the dorsal ventricular (dvn), lateral ventricular
(lvn), and lateral pyloric (lpn) or pyloric (pyn) nerves (Fig. 1). Contrac-
tions were induced by lvn stimulation after the dvn was cut to prevent
spontaneous pyloric network activity from reaching the muscle. For the
p2 and p8 muscles, which are innervated by multiple axons, stimulation
amplitude was progressively increased until all axons were activated
(despite the variation in EJP amplitude shown below, the stepwise
increase in EJP amplitude with increasing stimulation voltage was
apparent).

Nerve stimulations were performed using a World Precision Instru-
ments (Sarasota, FL) stimulator and stimulus isolation unit and bipolar
stainless steel pin electrodes insulated with petroleum jelly. Intracellular
recordings were made with glass microelectrodes (filled with 0.55 M
K2SO4 and 0.02 M KCl, resistance 10–20 M�) and an Axoclamp 2A or
2B (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA). Signals were recorded on a
Microdata (South Plainfield, NJ) DT-800 digital tape recorder. EJP

characteristics were measured using Spike II (Cambridge Electronics
Design, Cambridge, UK) and Excel (Microsoft, Seattle, WA) and Ka-
leidagraph (Synergy Software) software after digitization by a Cam-
bridge Electronics Design (Cambridge, UK) 1401plus. Statistics were
calculated in Kaleidagraph (Synergy Software), and figures were pre-
pared with Canvas (Deneba Software). The intracellular data presented
here are from 18 preparations. The simulation shown in Figure 14 was
performed in Neuron.

RESULTS
Figure 2A shows an isotonic (constant tension) p1 muscle con-
traction induced by rhythmic motor nerve stimulation (1 Hz cycle
period) with bursts of action potentials (20 Hz burst spike fre-
quency, 0.2 sec burst duration, 5 spikes/burst). The top panel
shows the complete 65 sec stimulation. Most pyloric muscles are
very slow, and hence exhibit large intercontraction temporal
summation. When the temporal summation stabilizes, the muscle
contraction therefore consists of a large tonic baseline contraction

Figure 1. The stomatogastric nervous system and muscles p1, p2, and p8.
The stomatogastric ganglion (STG) contains all pyloric motor neurons;
their axons reach their muscles via the motor nerves of the system. Muscle
p1 is innervated by the LP neuron, and muscles p2 and p8 are innervated
by the PY neurons; the axons of the neurons reach the muscles via the
dvn, lvn, and lpn or pyn. COG, Commissural ganglion; ion, inferior
esophageal nerve; son, superior esophageal nerve; stn, stomatogastric
nerve; aln, anterior lateral nerve; mvn, medial ventricular nerve; pdn,
pyloric dilator nerve.

Figure 2. Electrical responses with a large-amplitude variation give rise
to extremely regular muscle contractions. A, Stimulation of a p1 muscle
with bursts of action potentials (20 Hz burst spike frequency, 0.2 sec burst
duration, 5 spikes/burst) every second. The contractions temporally sum-
mate, and at steady state consist of a sustained baseline (Tonic) contrac-
tion on which ride phasic contractions in time with each stimulation burst.
Bottom panel shows a time and amplitude expansion of a portion of the
data in the top panel; note that the contraction amplitude shows very little
variation (in this experiment, less than �4% of the mean). B, p1 muscle
EJPs in response to tonic motor nerve stimulation at 10 Hz; EJP ampli-
tudes show large-amplitude variations.
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on which phasic contractions in phase with the burst stimulation
ride (Morris and Hooper, 1998).

We are concerned here with the amplitude of the phasic con-
traction component. The bottom panel shows an expanded time
and amplitude view of the phasic contractions after temporal
summation had stabilized. The contractions show very little vari-
ation. Experimental noise limits our ability to measure this vari-
ation, but in this stimulation in the last 20 contractions the
amplitude range was less than �4% of mean contraction ampli-
tude. This extremely small variation in phasic contraction ampli-
tude (after the temporal summation had stabilized) is a consistent
feature of pyloric muscle contraction when the muscles are stim-
ulated with bursts containing physiological numbers of action
potentials (5–10; recordings from dozens to hundreds of muscles
covering all major pyloric muscle groups including cpv1b, cpv2b,
cv1, cv2, p1, p2, and p8; Ellis et al., 1996; Koehnle et al., 1997;
Harness et al., 1998; Harness, 1998, Morris and Hooper, 1998,
2001). We have not performed a detailed analysis of the thou-
sands of rhythmic muscle contraction sequences we have ob-
tained, but in no cases was amplitude variation visually apparent
with stimulations using bursts with physiological spike numbers.
To confirm these visual observations, detailed analysis of the
normalized phasic contraction amplitude variation in contraction
sequences from seven p1 muscles stimulated with bursts contain-
ing 5–10 action potentials were made. The stimulations were
continued until the tonic contraction amplitude had stabilized,
and the amplitudes of 10–30 phasic contractions were measured.
The smallest of these contractions was subtracted from the largest
of them to determine the absolute contraction amplitude range,
and this number was normalized by dividing by the mean con-
traction amplitude and multiplying by 100. This normalized range
was expressed as a plus or minus around the mean by dividing by
2. In these p1 muscles normalized phasic contraction amplitude
variation ranged from �0.4 to �5.8%, with an average variation
of �2.0 (SD, �1.8).

We were therefore surprised to find that muscle fiber EJP
amplitude showed large, visually apparent variations. Figure 2B
shows intracellular recordings of EJPs in a p1 muscle fiber in
response to tonic, 10 Hz motor nerve stimulation; EJP amplitude
shows an almost twofold variation. The question we investigated
was how muscle electrical responses with such large variability
gave rise to muscle contractions with so little. One immediate
explanation could be that the muscles were being driven close to
the maximum contraction they can produce, and this saturation
limited the variability of the contractions. However, small vari-
ability continued to be present when the muscles were driven with
stimulations that induced far from maximal contractions (the
contraction in Fig. 2A was less than half of the maximum con-
traction this muscle could produce, and those used in the average
above were similarly from stimulations that induced contraction
amplitudes far from the maximum contraction the muscle can
produce).

Tonic stimulations
We first determined the average and range of EJP amplitudes for
the p1 muscle and two other intrinsic pyloric muscles, p2 and p8,
to tonic motor nerve stimulation (Fig. 3). The top panel shows
unnormalized data from six p1, five p2, and four p8 muscles fibers.
For each muscle, these data were obtained from at least three
different preparations. In all cases at least 1 min of stimulation
(600 EJPs) was performed, and, although no obvious facilitation
was seen, data were not taken for the first 10–15 sec. The bars

show average EJP amplitude for each fiber; the arrows show the
entire range of EJP amplitudes present in the data set. All
the muscle fibers and muscles show EJP amplitude variation, but
the variation scales with average EJP amplitude. We therefore
normalized the data to average EJP amplitude (bottom panel); in
all cases the relative EJP amplitude range is similar. The last bar
(labeled “Ave”) in the bottom panel shows that the average
normalized range (across all three muscles) was �36% of mean
EJP amplitude.

This large-amplitude range variation could arise from a few
outliers in a data set in which the points are otherwise clustered
very near the mean. We therefore binned the data by EJP am-
plitude and plotted the percentage of total EJPs present in each
bin. Figure 4 shows representative data for fibers from each
muscle. Although there is a peak around the mean value, it is
quite broad—the maximum percentage in any one bin is 18%,
and for each muscle, bins containing �5% of the total points span
�50% of the range. Similar broad peaks were seen in all muscle
fibers studied, and thus the EJP amplitude variability is not
caused by scattered outliers.

Another source of regularity that could reduce muscle contrac-
tion variability would be a repeating pattern of EJP amplitude
variation. To test this possibility, we plotted the amplitude of each
EJP versus the amplitude of the EJP that preceded it (Fig. 5) to
see if any pattern was revealed. For instance, if each small EJP
was followed by a large EJP and vice versa, this plot would show
a line with a negative slope. The points instead form a cloud, and

Figure 3. Summary plot showing EJP amplitude variation for several p1,
p2, and p8 muscles. Top plot shows variation as a function of amplitude.
Each bar shows average EJP amplitude for one muscle fiber; the arrows
show the range of EJP amplitudes observed in the fiber. The variation
range scales with average EJP amplitude. Bottom plot shows same data
normalized to average EJP amplitude; all muscle fibers show similar
normalized EJP amplitude ranges. Last bar (labeled Ave) shows that the
average normalized EJP amplitude range is �36% of the mean.
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linear regression of the data has a slope near zero. Similar
analyses were performed in which the amplitude of each EJP was
plotted versus the second EJP before it, the third before it, etc. up
to the sixth before it. In no case in any of the muscles was any
pattern apparent, and all linear regressions had slopes that were
not significantly different from zero (� � 0.05; Student’s t test,
unequal variances assumed, right panel). The data in Figures 3–5
thus indicate that the EJP variation shown in Figure 2B is present
in all muscle fibers of the three pyloric muscles, that this variation
is not caused by rare outliers and that no apparent regularity
exists in the ordering of the differently sized EJPs.

Burst stimulations
Both the muscle contractions shown in Figure 2A, and contrac-
tions in vivo, are driven by bursts of spikes. It was thus possible
that if the muscles were stimulated with spike bursts, the EJP
amplitude variation would be reduced or abolished. For instance,
if in the tonic stimulations the EJPs were facilitated, it was
possible that, in a burst stimulation paradigm, facilitation would
decay during the interburst intervals and increase during the
burst. If the amount of facilitation was larger than the EJP
amplitude variability, then all first EJPs would be smaller than all
second EJPs, and all second EJPs smaller than all third EJPs, and
thus relative variability would decrease. To examine this issue, we
stimulated the muscles with 3-spike bursts (we were unable to
successfully hold the electrode recordings throughout the exper-
iments with bursts containing larger spike numbers). Figure 6A
shows raw data for a p1 muscle fiber stimulated with 3-spike
bursts (interburst spike frequency, 10 Hz) every 1 sec (the average
cycle period of the input this muscle physiologically receives). For
the second and third spikes in the burst, we measured amplitude
from the beginning amplitude of the EJP on the declining phase

of the previous EJP (dashed lines, last burst). Figure 6B shows the
amplitudes of the first, second, and third EJPs in each burst for 60
bursts and Figure 6C shows the average and range of the first,
second, and third EJPs for several muscle fibers from p1, p2, and
p8 (again, these data are from at least three preparations for each
muscle). Each column triplet is data from one muscle fiber; the
first column in the triplet is data from the first EJPs, the second
data from the second EJPs, and the third data from the third
EJPs. Figure 6D shows normalized data. When the muscle is
stimulated in bursts, EJP amplitude variation is only slightly less
than that seen in tonic stimulations (�33% for burst stimulation,
�36% for tonic stimulation).

This analysis shows that consistent changes in EJP amplitude do
not occur as a function of what number a given spike is in the burst.
However, it does not address other possible regularizing influences
that are possible in burst stimulation, in particular combinatorial
averaging. Even if individual EJP amplitude is stochastic, it is still
more unlikely for a burst to have three small or large EJPs than to
have a mixture of small and large EJPs. Therefore, if EJP ampli-
tudes were added, combinatorial averaging would make the
summed EJP amplitude distributions more sharply peaked than
were the single EJP distributions. Note that this would not de-
crease the normalized range—bursts with all small and all large
EJPs would still occur—but it is possible that they could become
sufficiently rare that their functional significance was small, partic-
ularly in bursts with large spike numbers. This is a particularly
important issue because the muscles being studied are graded
and contract very slowly (Ellis et al., 1996; Harness et al., 1998)
(M. Rehn, L. Morris, and S. Hooper, unpublished observations),
and thus do not contract in response to each EJP, but instead to the
total number of EJPs in the burst (Morris and Hooper, 1997;
Harness, 1998; Harness et al., 1998), and because these muscles can
receive as many as 10–12 spikes per burst.

We examined this issue in three ways. Our first effort was to
compare the relative variation (amplitude variation divided by
average contraction amplitude) in contraction amplitude in mus-
cles stimulated with 3-spike bursts (the muscles do not contract
when stimulated with bursts containing �2 spikes) with that
observed in muscles stimulated with multiple (�5) spike bursts, in
which combinatorial averaging would be pronounced. Figure 7A
shows p1 muscle contraction with 10 spikes/burst, and Figure 7B
shows contraction in the same muscle fiber with 3 spikes/burst.
To show the relative variation in contraction size, the amplitude
calibrations (vertical axes) in the two figures have been adjusted
so that the contractions in each panel have the same apparent
size. Consistent with combinatorial averaging, the relative varia-
tion in the three-spike case is much larger than in the multispike
case. Figure 7, C1 and C2, shows a comparison of the largest and

Figure 4. EJP amplitude variation is not caused by a few scattered outliers. The three panels show binned data from one fiber in a p1 (lef t), p2 (middle),
and p8 (right) muscle. Although the amplitude distributions are peaked, the peaks are quite broad, and for each muscle bins containing �5% of the total
points span �50% of the range.

Figure 5. There is no long-term pattern to the EJP amplitude variation.
Left, Plot of the amplitude of each EJP versus the amplitude of the EJP
that preceded it; no dependence of present EJP amplitude on preceding
EJP amplitude is apparent. Right, Average slopes of EJP amplitude versus
the amplitude of the second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth EJPs before it;
in no cases was a linear dependence, or any pattern in the data, observed.
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smallest muscle contractions in Figure 7, A and B (the same scales
are used in 7C1 and 7C2 as in 7A and 7B, respectively); the
relative variation in Figures 7A and C1 is only �0.4%, whereas
that in Figure 7B and C2 is �14%. This is an extreme example,
but in each of seven p1 muscles in which 3- and many-spike bursts
were compared, relative contraction amplitude variation de-
creased with high burst spike number (three-spike mean variation
�12.8 � 7.6% (SD); multi-spike, �2.0 � 1.8%).

We next turned to examining the effect of combinatorial aver-
aging on EJP summation in multispike stimulations. Before ad-
dressing this issue, however, it is important to consider what is the
best measure of muscle electrical excitation in burst stimulation.
In the single spike stimulation protocols, and in the analysis of
individual EJPs in a burst presented above, EJP amplitude was
used as a measure of muscle excitation. The EJPs in our muscles
decline exponentially and (in a single muscle) with an approxi-
mately constant time constant regardless of summated depolar-
ization amplitude. In this case EJP area

A � �
0

�

ae�t/� � �a�e�t/��0��a�,

where a is EJP amplitude. For single spike EJPs amplitude and
area are therefore linearly proportional, and hence are equivalent
measures of muscle excitation.

In burst stimulations, however, compound EJP amplitude (the
maximum amplitude achieved within the temporally summated
EJPs) and compound EJP area (the area underneath the tempo-
rally summated EJPs) are not linearly related. For instance, two
very closely spaced spikes would result in a summated EJP with
an amplitude approximately equal to the sum of the individual
EJP amplitudes, whereas two widely spaced spikes would result in
a much lower compound EJP amplitude because the second spike

Figure 6. EJP amplitude continues to show large variation when the
muscle is stimulated with bursts. A, p1 muscle EJPs in response to 3-spike
burst stimulation (interburst spike frequency, 10 Hz) every 1 sec. B, EJP
amplitude induced by the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd spike each burst; no pattern or
facilitation is apparent. C, p1, p2, and p8 mean EJP amplitude (bars) and
range (arrows) of the EJPs induced by the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd spikes (each
set of three bars is from one fiber; the 1st bar is the 1st EJP, the 2nd bar
is the 2nd EJP, the 3rd bar is the 3rd EJP). D, Data normalized to mean
EJP amplitude; bar marked Ave is the average of all data. Average
normalized range is �33% of the mean.

Figure 7. Relative variation in contraction amplitude decreases as burst
spike number increases. A, p1 muscle contractions in response to 10-spike
bursts delivered every 1 sec. B, Contractions of the same muscle in
response to 3-spike bursts delivered every 1 sec. Note that the amplitude
calibrations (vertical axes) in the two panels have been adjusted so that the
contractions in the two panels appear to have the same average amplitude.
C1, C2, Comparison of the largest and smallest contractions in A and B;
the same amplitude scales are used in C1 and A and in C2 and B.
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would fall far into the decline of the first EJP. However, we show
in the appendix that in each case the compound EJP area is the
same. As such, for burst stimulations we have a choice as to
whether to use compound EJP amplitude or compound EJP area
as the measure of muscle excitation.

Little is known on the molecular level about excitation–con-
traction coupling in pyloric muscles, and this decision therefore
cannot be made on this basis. However, studies investigating
whether, for physiologically relevant burst spike numbers, burst
spike number or intraburst spike frequency primarily determines
muscle contraction amplitude suggest that compound EJP area is
the more important parameter functionally. The depolarizations
physiologically relevant spike bursts induce in these muscles are
far from the synaptic reversal potential (�0 mV; Lingle, 1980),
and thus higher spike frequency should induce a greater com-
pound EJP amplitude. If compound EJP amplitude primarily
determined muscle contraction, contraction would therefore de-
pend, at least in part, on spike frequency. However, in most
pyloric muscles, contraction amplitude instead depends on burst
spike number, regardless of the frequency with which the spikes
are delivered (Morris and Hooper, 1997; Harness, 1998). Com-
pound EJP area, but not compound EJP amplitude, similarly
depends only on burst spike number. Furthermore, contraction
amplitude in the graded accessory radula closer muscle in Aplysia
is a linear function of compound EJP area, not amplitude (Cohen
et al., 1978). For these two reasons we chose to examine com-
pound EJP area in our analysis of burst stimulations.

We made a theoretical estimate of the effect of combinatorial
averaging by using the single EJP amplitude probability distribu-
tion of a p1 muscle fiber (Fig. 4, first panel) to calculate the
probability distribution of summed EJP area for 3-, 5-, 6-, and
7-spike bursts (Fig. 8; see legend for details). We defined the
summed EJP area distribution range as all probabilities �2%. As
expected, the range decreased as burst spike number increased,
and was reduced �25% for 3-spike bursts, and �50% for 7-spike
bursts. However, the regularizing effect of combinatorial averag-
ing decreased as spike number increased (compare 5-, 6-, and
7-spike cases), and hence this mechanism alone cannot explain
the at least 10-fold decrease in variation seen in comparing tonic
EJP amplitude to muscle contraction amplitude.

We examined this issue experimentally by measuring the vari-
ation in compound EJP area in burst stimulations for three p1,
three p2, and two p8 muscle fibers (Fig. 9A shows raw data, and
Fig. 9B shows normalized data; the data are from three different
preparations for p1 and p2, and two for p8). The average range is
only �11%, one-third of the �33% amplitude variation in the
EJPs responsible for the summation (Fig. 6, “Ave” column). This
is considerably larger than the 25% reduction for three spikes
shown in Figure 8, but range diminution caused by combinatorial
averaging is a function of how broad the one-spike range is, and
the probability level used to define the diminution. For instance,
if the 1-spike data were more flat and a 5% probability level was
used, a threefold range diminution could be easily obtained. The
data shown in Figures 8 and 9 thus indicate that in burst stimu-
lation combinatorial averaging should result in a twofold to three-
fold reduction of the variation observed in tonic stimulations.

Intramuscle and intermuscle fiber averaging
When pyloric muscle length constant (�) is measured by pene-
trating a muscle fiber with two distantly spaced electrodes, inject-
ing current into one and measuring the induced voltage change in
the other, and sequentially repeating this procedure as the voltage

measuring electrode is moved closer to the current injecting
electrode, � is 1.5–2 mm (E. Marder, personal communication).
We have confirmed this measurement by similar multielectrode
measurements. (A possible criticism of this technique is that
muscle fiber resistance could be decreased by the multiple elec-
trode impalements, which might lead one to believe that, because
� is proportional to the square root of membrane resistance, these
measurements were underestimating the true length constant.
However, we show in the Appendix that, because the damage is
localized to distal regions of the fiber, such damage actually
results in an overestimation of � and that the error so induced is
likely to be small.)

Since the p1, p2, and p8 muscles are �10 mm long (Maynard and
Dando, 1974), they thus contain several length constants. These
data suggest that the EJPs we were measuring were a local phe-

Figure 8. Combinatorial averaging reduces effective range, but only to a
limit. The data in the p1 panel in Figure 4 was used to calculate the
probability distribution of the summed EJP amplitude that 3-, 5-, 6-, and
7-spike bursts would induce. If a 2% probability is taken as the effective
range (horizontal dashed line), combinatorial averaging results in a 25%
reduction in range with 3-spike bursts and a 50% reduction with 7-spike
bursts. However, the range diminishing effects of combinatorial averaging
rapidly decrease as burst spike number is further increased (compare 5-,
6-, and 7-spike ranges). The data shown in this figure were calculated as
follows. First, the EJP amplitudes in the 20 bins of the single spike
distribution were added in all possible combinations. For instance, for the
two spike case, the amplitude of bin 1 was added to the amplitudes of bins
1 to 20, the amplitude of bin 2 was added to the amplitudes of bins 1 to
20, the amplitude of bin 3 was added to the amplitudes of bins 1 to 20, etc.
to obtain all amplitudes that could result from summing the EJPs induced
by two spikes. Second, each summed amplitude was assigned a probability
by multiplying the probabilities of the single spike probabilities that gave
rise to it. Third, the summed EJP amplitudes were normalized to the
mean summed EJP amplitude and binned (20 bins) according to normal-
ized summed EJP amplitude. The probabilities of the normalized
summed EJP amplitudes in each bin were then summed to calculate the
probability of that bin’s amplitude occurring. Computational limitations
prevented us from performing this analysis for spike bursts containing �7
spikes, but the reduction in variation with increasing spike number (com-
pare the 5-, 6-, and 7-spike traces) suggests that little further reduction
would occur in higher spike number bursts.
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nomenon, that EJPs measured at distant locations in a single
muscle fiber would be uncorrelated, and intrafiber averaging of
EJP amplitude would thus occur and help regularize muscle con-
traction. To test this possibility we recorded simultaneously from
well separated (5–8 mm apart) locations in single muscle fibers and
plotted EJP amplitude at one site against EJP amplitude at the
other (Fig. 10). Surprisingly, in all three muscles EJP amplitudes
were highly correlated at all recording sites. The source of this
unexpected correlation is unclear (see Discussion), but these data
do indicate that intrafiber averaging is unlikely to explain why
muscle contraction shows such small variation. When summed EJP
amplitude or compound EJP area was measured, they were simi-
larly highly correlated within single fibers (data not shown).

An additional source of variation reduction would be if the EJPs
in different muscle fibers were uncorrelated, because the EJP
amplitude variation in individual fibers would be averaged across
all the fibers of the muscle. Figures 11 and 12 show that this
intermuscle fiber averaging occurs. Figure 11A shows raw record-
ings from two p1 muscle fibers in response to tonic motor nerve
stimulation; the EJP amplitude variations of the two fibers do not
appear correlated. This lack of correlation was quantified by plot-
ting the EJP amplitude of one fiber in the muscle versus the
amplitude of another; Figure 11B shows these plots for fibers from
muscle p1, p2, and p8. The data points form a cloud, and linear
regressions to the data are near horizontal with R2 near zero.
Similar lack of correlation between different muscle fibers was seen
when summed EJP amplitude for 3-spike burst stimulations was
compared (data not shown). Surprisingly, however, when com-
pound EJP areas in different muscle fibers were measured, a range
of correlations, some strong, were observed. Figure 12 shows R2

values of linear regressions of compound EJP area between muscle
fibers for p1, p2, and p8 muscles; regression coefficients range from
near 0 to almost 0.8. Given the lack of correlation of single or
summed EJP amplitudes, the basis of the high correlations for
compound EJP area between some muscle fibers is unclear. How-
ever, in all three muscles some fibers were uncorrelated by all
measures, and thus interfiber averaging is likely also to contribute
to regularization of muscle contraction amplitude.

DISCUSSION
We investigated the mechanisms that transform muscle electrical
responses with a large-amplitude variation to highly deterministic
muscle contractions. This transformation does not arise because
of the variation arising from only a few outliers (Fig. 4), long time
scale regularity (Fig. 5), burst stimulation decreasing EJP ampli-
tude variation (Fig. 6), or intramuscle fiber averaging (Fig. 10).
This transformation instead appears to result from combinatorial
averaging in individual muscle fibers of the different sized EJPs in
burst input (Figs. 8, 9) and averaging across muscle fibers with
uncorrelated electrical responses (Figs. 11, 12).

Comparison to earlier work on stomatogastric
muscle EJPs
Sen et al. (1996) describe a generally applicable fitting procedure
that allows postsynaptic response to be predicted from any pre-
synaptic input. When tested on the electrical responses of two
gastric mill muscles in the crab Cancer borealis, the procedure
resulted in predictions with a 10–20% normalized error. Given
the large EJP amplitude variation reported here, it may seem that
our data and the data of Sen et al. (1996) contradict. However, the
muscles Sen et al. (1996) used show large EJP facilitation. In
muscles whose EJP amplitudes show large variation, if EJP facil-
itation is much larger than the range of the variation, much of the
electrical response will nonetheless be predictable. It is thus likely
that their data and our data agree; the Sen et al. (1996) procedure
accurately captured the synaptic facilitation and depression of the
system, and the remaining error arose from inherent EJP ampli-
tude variation similar to that described here. This interpretation
is supported by examination of Figures 6 and 8 of Sen et al.
(1996), which show EJP amplitude variation in tonic stimulation
trains in which facilitation has largely stabilized.

Implications for pyloric function
The variation of EJP amplitude and area make it unlikely that
fine variations in spike timing within motor neuron bursts will
affect muscle contraction, because even if some facilitation and/or
depression occurs at these synapses, our data suggest that the
inherent variation overwhelms this regularizing influence. This
observation is consistent with work on these muscles showing that
burst spike number, not spike frequency, codes phasic contraction
amplitude (Ellis et al., 1996; Morris and Hooper, 1997; Harness,
1998; Harness et al., 1998) (Rehn, Morris, and Hooper, unpub-
lished observations).

What gives rise to the EJP amplitude variability?
Pyloric motor neurons synapse at multiple sites along pyloric
muscle fibers (Atwood et al., 1977, 1978; Atwood and Wojtowicz,
1986). A priori, two explanations for the EJP amplitude variability
reported here thus exist. One is that the muscle fibers are essen-
tially isopotential (fiber length less than two length constants) and
the variability arises from variability in vesicle number released at
each synaptic site during each spike. Given the large number of
synaptic sites and large variation in quantal number observed at
some crustacean synapses (Atwood and Wojtowicz, 1986), this
variation would give rise to the smooth variation in EJP ampli-
tude we observe. However, the short � measured with multiple
penetrations contradicts this explanation, because these data im-
ply that the muscle fiber is not isopotential, and hence different
synaptic sites are electrically isolated from each other. Pyloric
muscle diameter is such that relatively small changes in mem-
brane resistance would induce large length constant changes
(Appendix), and thus the faint possibility exists that some exper-

Figure 9. Compound EJP area shows a considerable reduction in vari-
ability. A, Mean (bars) and range of compound EJP area of p1, p2, and p8
muscle fibers. B, Data normalized to mean compound EJP area; the
average variation (bar marked “Ave”) is only �11%. See Results for
discussion of difference in variation reduction between this figure and
Figs. 6 and 8.
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imental perturbation associated with repeated impalements is
decreasing muscle length constant (as shown in the Appendix,
localized damage by multiple electrode penetration would not
have this effect). However, why this decrease would occur in
experiments in which muscle length constant was measured, but
not when dual electrode recording was used to measure EJP
variability, is unclear. One possibility would be that tonic nerve

stimulation increases muscle input resistance, which would in-
crease muscle length constant. However, experiments in two p1
muscles showed that tonic nerve stimulation does not alter muscle
input resistance significantly.

The second explanation is that multiple axons, or multiple
branches of a single axon, innervate the muscles, and the vari-
ability arises from spike conduction failure in either individual
axons or branches of a single axon. This explanation requires that
each axon or branch make synaptic contacts along the whole
length of the muscle fiber, because otherwise spike conduction
failure would affect only a region of the fiber, which is inconsis-
tent with the high correlation in different regions we observe.
Methylene blue staining shows that the nerves innervating these
muscles often do branch at the muscle, but we are unable to follow
these very small branches to ascertain if they course along a
substantial portion of its length. If the number of such branches
were small, EJP amplitudes would be expected to vary in a
stepwise manner because one or more branches failed. However,
such stepwise variation was never observed (data not shown),
which implies that relatively large numbers (more than five) of
axons or branches innervate each fiber along its length. In Panu-
lirus the p2 and p8 muscle fibers can be innervated by up to five
axons (Govind et al., 1975), and thus, particularly if these axons
branch in the muscle, spike conduction failure could easily explain
our data. The p1 muscle, however, is innervated by only one axon,
and this explanation would thus require that this axon branch

Figure 10. Averaging of different-sized EJPs at different locations within a single fiber does not explain constant amplitude muscle contractions. Two
electrodes were placed in single muscle fibers at sites 5–8 mm apart, and the EJP amplitudes recorded at one site were plotted against those recorded
at the other. In all muscles EJP amplitudes at both sites were well correlated.

Figure 11. Averaging of uncorrelated EJP amplitudes across muscle fibers contributes to constant amplitude muscle contractions. A, Recordings from
two p1 muscle fibers. Amplitude variations do not appear to be correlated. B, Plots of EJP amplitude in one muscle fiber versus EJP amplitudes in a
second for a p1 (top), p2 (middle), and p8 (bottom) muscle. In no cases is any correlation apparent. The vertical “columns” in p8 data are quantization
artifacts that occurred in data digitization.

Figure 12. Compound EJP area shows a range of correlation between
different muscle fibers. Plots of the R 2 value of linear regressions to data
similar to that shown in Figure 10B, but to compound EJP area instead of
EJP amplitude. A range of R 2 values from near 0 to almost 0.8 is
observed. However, in all muscles some fibers are uncorrelated, and so
cross-fiber averaging presumably helps regularize muscle contraction.
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extensively and that each muscle fiber was innervated along its
entire length by many of these branches. Although considerable
work has been performed examining pyloric nerve–muscle syn-
apse anatomy (Maynard and Dando, 1974; Govind et al., 1975;
Atwood et al., 1978), we have been unable to locate work detailing
the branching patterns of pyloric motor nerves within the mus-
cles. A priori, such a complicated innervation pattern is difficult to
accept, and so for this muscle, although the EJP correlation in
individual fibers is clear, the source of the EJP variation is
without adequate explanation.

Comparison to other neuromuscular systems
The EJP variability reported here is not unique. The p1 muscle of
the crab Callinectes sapidus and the opener muscle of the crayfish
Procambarus clarkii show similar, apparently stochastic, EJP am-
plitude variations (Govind et al., 1975; Atwood et al., 1975), and
excitatory junctional current area of crayfish extensor and shore
crab (Pachygrapsus) opener muscles show variations of �25–50%
(Atwood and Wojtowicz, 1986; Msghina et al., 1998, 1999), all in
response to tonic motor nerve stimulation. However, the difficul-
ties these variations would pose for producing deterministic mus-
cle contractions were not commented on in this work, and we have
been unable to find previous work in which this apparent difficulty
has been investigated.

In systems with spiking muscles, even if EJP amplitude did
vary, this variation is unlikely to be important functionally, be-
cause once the muscle reaches threshold the active response of
the muscle, not the size of its input, determines its twitch, and in
most such systems the safety factor is large (EJP amplitude is
considerably above spike threshold). However, a variety of lower
vertebrate and invertebrate muscles, like pyloric muscles, are
graded and nonspiking (Hoyle, 1953, 1983; Atwood and Hoyle,
1965; Hetherington and Lombard, 1983; Carrier, 1989), and for
these muscles EJP reliability has important functional conse-
quences. In most of these systems the motor neurons fire bursts of
spikes, and so the same transformation of an electrical response
with a large stochastic component into deterministic contractions
could occur. Nonetheless, in light of the data reported here it
would seem important to check EJP reliability in systems with
graded muscles both to correctly describe the motor neuron to
contraction relation, and to know the extent to which EJP ampli-
tude can be deterministically predicted from motor neuron activ-
ity. With respect to muscle contraction, for both spiking and
graded muscles the additional predictability afforded by cross
fiber averaging reported here is, of course, a further mechanism
by which muscle contraction can be made deterministic.

Broader implications
Particularly at central synapses, synaptic release in response to
single spikes shows large variability (Allen and Stevens, 1994;
Stevens and Wang, 1995; Huang and Stevens, 1997; Simmons,
2000). Firing of multiple spikes by single presynaptic neurons or
synchronous arrival of spikes from multiple presynaptic neurons
results in more deterministic postsynaptic responses because of,
respectively, synaptic facilitation and temporal summation in the
dendritic tree (Borst and Egelhaaf, 1994; Stevens and Wang,
1995; Lisman, 1997; Stevens and Zador, 1998; Sherman, 2001;
Swadlow and Gusev, 2001). The EJPs described here do not
appear to appreciably facilitate, and this method of increasing
synaptic fidelity is thus not present in these muscles. However,
even without facilitation, the decrease in variation caused by
bursting input that we describe here would presumably also occur

at neuron-to-neuron synapses. Similarly, the decreased impor-
tance of variation at each of two synapses when they are simul-
taneously active (presumably as a result of combinatorial averag-
ing and temporal summation in the dendritic tree) is analogous to
the effects of cross-fiber averaging reported here. Our data thus
constitute a lower bound (because of the absence of facilitation)
of the effectiveness of bursting input and postsynaptic averaging
to produce deterministic postsynaptic responses from synapses
with high inherent variability. The at least 10-fold reduction in
variation we report here is striking evidence of how powerful
these processes can be.
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